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Grieving a loss. Celebrating a life.
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For more than 50 years,
Star Granite & Bronze
has been dedicated to

excellence in the production
of an extensive line of

memorialization products
and services.

Our company has become
a respected leader in the granite memorialization

industry as a result of our exceptionally high standards
for product quality and customer service.
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Grieving a loss. Celebrating a life.

Perhaps they are not stars in the sky,
but rather openings where our loved ones shine down

to let us know they are happy.
~ Eskimo Legend
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SD-101

�e brilliance of starlight dances within the richly colored
depths of the world’s �nest natural granite. A masterpiece

of nature is transformed by unsurpassed cra smanship

into a �awlessly polished and personalized expression of
honor and love. A wide variety of etching, carving, and

le!ering styles are available for the ultimate tribute.

Death is not extinguishing the light;
it is only putting out the lamp
because the dawn has come.

~ Rabindranath Tagore

Distinction
Memorial Series

Timeless elegance to commemorate enduring love
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Special order memorials
available upon request.
Limited sizes and colors
in stock.

�ese memorials are available
in the granite colors shown at
the bo om of the opposite
page. For larger granite color
swatches, see the back cover
foldout section of this catalog.

Distinction Memorial Series
Timeless elegance to commemorate enduring love
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Natural beauty polished to a high
gloss, mirror-like �nish makes this
memorial series a prestigious
choice.

�e Distinction Memorial Series
offers unlimited potential for
personalization.

Distinction Memorial Series
Timeless elegance to commemorate enduring love
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Distinction Memorial Series
Timeless elegance to commemorate enduring love
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Distinction Memorial Series
Timeless elegance to commemorate enduring love
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�e Divine Memorial Series offers an extra dimension of spiritual enrichment.
Single and companion monuments can be sculpted in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Divine
Memorial

Series
Exquisite carving adds breathtaking beautySD-114

SD-115

SD-113

Graves are the footprints of angels.
~ Henry Wadsworth Longfellow



Classic
Memorial Series
Customizable designs for a distinctive tribute
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See the Star Granite & Bronze proprietary so#ware
Star Design Pro for a complete design gallery and
information on style options.

With over 50 years’ experience as a full-service custom
memorials provider, Star Granite & Bronze understands
the special signi"cance of personalizing your monument.

Seeing death as the end of life
is like seeing the horizon as the end of the ocean.

~ David Searls
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Classic Memorial Series
Customizable designs

for a distinctive tribute
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Classic Memorial Series
Customizable designs

for a distinctive tribute
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Classic
Memorial

Series
Customizable
designs for a

distinctive tribute
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Custom carved and le�ered,
these elegant markers are
available in individual and
companion sizes. Select
from the granite color
choices shown below for
these unique memorials.

SD-300

SD-301

SD-302

Grass
Markers
Versatile designs

God, I can push the grass
apart and lay my finger

on Thy heart.

~ Edna St. Vincent Millay
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Our standard foundation bases are
custom sized to �t the bronze. Vase
and lug holes are diamond cored.
Black granite bases can be laser
etched with a personal photo or art
to add a special commemorative
touch and to further enhance the
beauty of the bronze.

Granite
Bases for

Bronze
Memorials
The perfect touch

God is in the details.

~ Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
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Functional and decorative, these elegant features
also can serve as cremation memorials.

Tranquil and inviting, memorial benches provide
a quiet place for comforting re�ection.

SD-044

Classic
Bench Collection

A peaceful place for remembrance

Pleasure is the flower that passes; remembrance is the lasting perfume.
~ Jean de Boufflers
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Classic Bench Collection
A peaceful place for remembrance
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Classic Bench Collection
A peaceful place for remembrance
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Benches can be placed
around lakes, mausoleums,
or areas where in-ground
burials aren’t possible.
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Memorial benches enhance the beauty of
the cemetery, creating a place of serenity

for families honoring loved ones.

Distinction
Bench Collection

A serene setting
for visits

SD-002

SD-006

Come with me by yourselves to a quiet place and get some rest.
~ Jesus (Mark 6:31 TNIV)
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Distinction
Bench Collection

A serene setting for visits



Personal
Estate Series

Custom built columbaria for your family
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SD-702

SD-703

SD-701

Transform undeveloped land into a showcase
of beautiful family memories.

Flawlessly cra�ed of premium quality granite, these
modular units are designed for the individual family.

It is in dying that we are born to eternal life.
~ St. Francis of Assisi
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Columbaria
A community tribute to life everlasting
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�ese prestigious niche systems can be custom built to suit
a speci�c memorial garden or community feature.

We feel and know that we are eternal.
~ Benedict de Spinoza
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�ese granite clad buildings are shipped completely preassembled.
Each niche is large enough to accommodate two (2) standard urns.

Columbaria
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See salesperson
or price list for
available colors.

A beautiful legacy
for future generations,
these unique cremation
memorials provide a
personal se�ing for
family visitations.

Cremation
Memorials
Dignity and honor
in a private
sanctuary
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Preserve the family
heritage with a
cremation memorial
that celebrates the
family spirit.

See salesperson or price
list for available colors.

Cremation
Memorials
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Create a meaningful legacy with the majestic grandeur
of our Family Estate Mausoleums.

In the time-honored tradition of royalty through the ages,
mausoleums remain the most prestigious option for
commemorating loved ones.

SD-852

Family Estate Mausoleums
Stately elegance for the ultimate tribute

Death is the gate of life.
~St. Bernard of Clairvaux
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Each mausoleum is
constructed as an above
ground entombment to
provide a stately
elegance, while at the
same time ensuring
protection against the
weathering elements.

Preassembled and
delivered in one
complete unit, Family
Estate Mausoleums
usually require no
on-site assembly.

SD-850
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Design options for these one (1) and two (2) crypt
mausoleums include round �uted or turned
columns.

Choose between roof top or �at top models in the
sophisticated color selections below.

Private Mausoleums
Refined and classic for discriminating tastes

What we have once enjoyed we can never lose. All that we love deeply becomes a part of us.
~ Helen Keller
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Preassembled to your custom
speci�cations, these affordable
and versatile units are the
preferred choice for use in
cemeteries with space
limitations.



Family Estate
Memorials

Cherished and honored forever
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�e strength of family bonds is eternal. Celebrate this
extraordinary connection with a master planned family estate

memorial. Make a digni�ed statement with a magni�cent family
estate memorial and leave an impressive legacy.

Star Pink Paradise Jet Canadian Dakota Vintage Salisbury Star Morning
Blue Pearl Black Black Mahogany Mahogany Red Pink Mahogany Rose

To live in
the hearts
we leave behind
is not to die.

~ Thomas Campbell



Vases
Classic designs

5 x 4 x 98 x 8 x 10
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 e enduring beauty of solid granite
captures the essence of eternal love.

Star Granite & Bronze offers many
classic vase styles to complement

your memorial bench, monument,
or marker. Refer to our price list

for available colors.

4 x 10

4 x 10

6 x 10

6 x 10

8 x 10

8 x 10

8 x 12

8 x 6 x 10

8 x 12

“You may break, you may shatter the vase, if you will,
But the scent of the roses will hang round it still.

~ Thomas More
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Exquisitely carved granite and marble statues
are available in a large variety of styles and sizes.

Grace your memorial space with the sacred beauty of
ceremonial sculpture representing angels, Jesus, Mary,

and blessed spiritual !gures handcra"ed with
the !nest a#ention to details.

SD-1100

Statuary
A comforting presence

I saw the angel in the stone and carved until I set him free.
~ Michelangelo

Import Gray White Marble

SD-1101
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Sculpture is a powerful
form of art, inspiring peace
and comfort that endures
in the timeless spirit and
strength of natural stone.
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Capture the true character of your loved one through
favorite photos, portraits, and art. Also, our website
design gallery provides over 50 selections including

nature, patriotic and religious themes.

Etching
Preserve cherished memories in fine detail

Life etches itself into memory and personality.
It’s difficult to imagine anything more nourishing to the soul.

~ Thomas More



!e etching process requires
dark colored granite for best results.
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Technologically
advanced laser
etching provides
unparalleled
accuracy of detail.
Personalize and
create truly unique
memorials. Today’s
etching technology
allows more
individuality than
ever before.

Designs,
pictures,
scenes, and
portraits may
be plain or
color etched
onto the
granite.
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Features commemorate those who inspire us to !nd
the greatness within ourselves. Star Granite & Bronze

has been a leading provider of community and
cemetery garden feature memorials for over 50 years.

Feature
Memorials

Serving those who served

A hero is someone who has given his or her life to something bigger than oneself.
~ Joseph Campbell
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Custom etched and
sandblasted options
offer design versatility
and provide presti-
gious, long-lasting
results. Low mainte-
nance, exceptional
beauty and affordable
pricing make granite the
preferred choice for
today’s sign designers
and architects.

Custom signage is available in all granite colors offered by Star Granite & Bronze. See available color swatches in back cover foldout section.

Sign design by Bean Stone

Signage
Make a dramatic statement
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�ese pages contain color-corrected, high-quality
swatches of actual pieces of granite. Please note that
all natural stone changes from one block to the next.
Since granite is a unique natural product, the actual
piece may vary from these samples.

Distinction
Series Colors

Import Gray

Paradisio Absolute Black

India MahoganyBu�er�y Blue
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Classic Series Colors

Tropical GreenBahama Blue

Star Mahogany Morning Rose

Mountain RedIndia Red
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Vintage Red Star Blue

Dakota Mahogany Paradise Black

Canadian Mahogany Salisbury Pink

Jet Black Pink Pearl



www.stargranite.com

P.O. Box 159
1311 Bowman Hwy
Elberton, GA 30635

In 1951, a small privately owned granite
company named Star Granite opened in
Elberton, Georgia, the granite capital of the
world. Over the years, our company has
grown to become a respected leader in the
granite memorialization industry by providing
top quality consistently with service beyond
our customers’ expectations.

As a wholesale quarrier and manufacturer,
Star Granite & Bronze owns its own state
of the art facilities and has developed a
comprehensive line of products which include
bases for bronze memorials, grass markers,
slants, bevels, upright monuments, memorial
benches, columbariums, as well as cemetery
features and private mausoleums. Because we
produce our products, we retain the highest
control of quality and ultimately the service to
our customers.

We are driven by our desire to be the most
professional and quality-focused company
within our industry. Our mission continues to
be that Star Granite & Bronze will conduct
business with integrity and ethically. However,
for us it’s not just about business, it goes much
deeper than that. All of our employees are
led by our guiding principles as we serve
our customers.

Service is Our Character

Our Guiding Principles

Customers – We exist only because of our
customers. Our customers’ needs are first and
foremost in every employee’s mind.

Quality – Quality is our signature. Quality is
our ongoing commitment to achieve excellence
and set the standard for product quality and
value.

Service – Service is our character. Service is
the backbone of our company. Our service
attitude is focused on customer satisfaction
with a total service experience that goes
beyond our customers’ expectations.

Value – We believe in pricing our products
competitively and fairly. We compete in the
marketplace on the basis of value, which is
a quality product, at the right price, delivered
through superior service.

Teamwork – Through teamwork, we can
accomplish more than we could individually.
To accomplish our mission requires unity,
understanding, and a commitment to work
together. We believe that it is our combined
efforts that enable us to achieve the highest
quality results.

God – God is to be glorified. Star Granite
& Bronze exists only by the grace and blessing
of God. This corporation was founded on
Biblical Christian principles and, as a corporate
entity, seeks to display Christian behavior
in all business dealings. Star Granite & Bronze
will be known as a high integrity company.

Phone: 1.800.241.7242
706.283.2836

Fax: 706.283.7043


